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THEORIES O F  ACCOMMODATION O F  THE EI‘E. 
PAPER BY HARRY L. TAYLOR. 
Read be fo ie  tlte Optzcal Society  o n  ill‘ny 17tJ1, 1906. 
I AM asking the favour of your consideration of a 
subject which is by no means new-it is “Theories of 
Accommodation of the Eye.” Let me assure YOU that  I 
have no new theory to  put before you, nor do I propose 
to discuss the many which have, a t  one time or another, 
been given to the world. Nearly every great name in 
ophthalmology is connected with the subject, but three 
stand out prominently--our ow11 immortal Young, Helm- 
holtz and Tsclierning. 
The niechanisni of accommodatimon is as important as 
i t  is fascinating, and yet tantalising, for nearly every 
questicn of ophthalmology, and especially refraction, 
finds accommodation a factor to be considered. We 
lrnow well what  accommodation does ; we a? e not so sure 
as to  the mechanism of the act itself, and, consequently, 
in many instances we get two diametrically opposed ex- 
planations of some phenoniena, because we have two 
theories of accommodation, especially, which are  oppo- 
site and antagonistic. You will see that  I refer to the 
theories of Helmholtz and Tscherning. 
In  estimating the value of one of these theories over 
another we give preference to that which tallies better 
with facts as we lrnow them. We have to consider our 
sources of information for these facts, and we may 
group them as anatomical, physiological, and pathologi- 
cal (in which, for our present purpose, I include errors 
of refraction). Unfortunately, take whichever group we 
may, we find most of the problems presented may be ex- 
plained by either theory. Anatomy should be our best 
friend, but the greatest controversies have raged over 
points of structure, and we are much handicapped be- 
cause the eye changes so rapidly after removal from the 
socket. 
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Awomniodation is a muscular act, the muscle causing 
i t  being of the involuntary o r  smooth fibred kind, and 
i s  par t  of a graduated thickened ring inside the sclerotic 
coat of the eye, being bedded within other tissues which 
form the  greater par t  of the ring referred to. This 
occurs just behind the sclerocoriietil junction, as seen 
i n  the clingrani, where i t  is shown in section. That is 
to  xuy, the  niuficular r ing will cnine juRt round the eye. 
I n  the diiigrimi (fig. 3) it is diowri in section, the portion 
of the eye being clit across. 
You see there the position of the muscle which iR cut 
through. This diagram is purely diagrammatic for e r -  
t a i n  reasons, but i t  shows the position of the muscle. 
FIG. 1. 
UNSTRIPRD (1) AND ~ T R I P E D  (3) MUSCULAR FIRREB. 
The muscle, then, generally speaking, is o, ring inside 
the sclero-corneal junction. Here iu R small diagraiii 
(fig. 1) showing the difference between the striped fibres 
of the muscle such as nre found in the oxternal muscle of 
the  eye, arid the unstriped fibres of which the ciliary 
muscle is composed. This muscle has been the cauee of 
very many disputes. 
The numbers of the groups of fibres vary according 
to different authorities, but  we put i t  in this way, that, 
generally speaking, the fibres vary in  arrangement from 
thoRe disposed, in nne position, to some which are t l i x -  
posed almost a t  right angles and form almost circular 
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bands. Some say that there are four groups of fibres, 
others that there are three and five, but i t  seem that, in 
a general way, one set graduates into the other. 
The result of the contraction of this ciliary muscle is 
an alteration in shape of the crystalline lens, a trans- 
parent body with a varying optical density, and en- 
veloped i n  a sort of inextensible bag known as the cap- 
sule. The lens, of course, is found just inside the eye 
a t  the back of a curtain-the iris. The lens is com- 
posed of a number of layers arranged much as 
in an onion, the disposition of constituent elements 
being identical in each layer, and the individual 
fibres are disposed in  a Bind of bent spring arrange- 
ment, so that  compression on the sides adjoining an 
angle places a tension upon the whole, and the accuniu- 
lated tensions on these fibres are a special feature of the 
act of accommodation. Released from pressure of any 
kind the lens takes its normal form, which is somenhat 
similar on its anterior face to the surface generated by 
an ellipse revolving on its short axis, while its posterior 
is more like that  of a parabola. 
This posterior surface is fitted behind into the semi- 
fluid vitreous, which forms a sort of pad, and is gener- 
ally supposed to  resist any great alteration of curvature 
on that  face of the lens, the force which causes an 
alteration of shape acting mainly in  the direction of 
least resistance, which is the front surface, because the 
aqueous, which is in  front of the lens, is more like 
water, whereas the other is more like a jelly. The 
enveloping capsule is attached by fibres known as the 
zonule of Zinn to the surrounding circular plicated mass, 
and from the direction of these it is certain tha t  any 
tension on them tends to pull the lens backward on to 
the pad of the vitreous. 
It is evident, from this brief description, that tension 
en the capsule and the corresponding relaxation, are the 
great features in the act lof accommodation, and there 
can be no doubt but that  contraction of the ciliary 
muscle is the force which dominates these states. On 
this point there is complete agreement, but with regard 
to the effect of the muscular contractions upon the con- 
vexity of the lens, caused by tension and relaxation, 
there is absolute variance between the Helmholtzian 
school and the followers of Tscherning, for the foriner 
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maintains that tension on the capsule flattens the lens 
and reduces its convexity, while the latter insist that  
this same tension increases the convexity by the forma- 
tion of a lenticonus. Thus, although the amount of the 
tension is the same upon either assumption, the effects 
are opposite. 
According to Helmholtz, contraction of the ciliary 
muscle pulls forward the choroid and releases the zonule, 
thus allowing the lens to assume a more convex form due 
to its elasticity, but Tscherning maintains that this con- 
traction puts a tension on the zanule in such a manner 
as to pull the anterior part  of the capsule tense, and 
also to pull the choroid forward. He further believes 
that this traction on the membrane compresses the 
vitreous against the lens, and that tlie posterior part of 
the capsule relaxes in  consequence, causing the hinder 
part of the lens to  participate in the extraconvexity of 
accommodation to the extent of about f our-tenths. 
Tscherning believes that the denser nucleus of the lens 
is responsible for the lenticonus, causing the softer peri- 
pheral parts to shape in accordance with its position. 
The main points are these, that  according to Helm- 
holtz’s theory, the tension of the choroid or  dark coat- 
ing, as we call it, pulls forward the coating a trifle, and 
because this ligament is attached ultiiiiately to that coat- 
ing, it follows that the ligament must be relaxed. The 
iiiuscle pulling this part up must relax that, and so the 
lens becomes more convex, because of that  elasticity from 
the bent spring arrangement. On the contrary, Tschern- 
ing’s theory, mainly, is to tlie effect that  by contraction 
of the muscle this is pulled tight, and, in  being pulled 
tight, i t  will pull the lens flatter, naturally, but owing 
t o  the denser centre of the lens the outer parts seem to 
shape in acoordance with that denser centre, and form 
what is known as lenticonus, thus ’giving an increased 
power. 
The facts adduced in support of this explanation are 
exceedingly interesting, and carry great weight, because 
of the skill of the author, and particularly because they 
explain much which was obscure in the daily work of the 
refractionist in the determination of refractive error. 
For details concerning them I must refer you to his well 
known treatise on physiologic optics. I propose now to 
put before you some details of structure of the accom- 
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modative apparatus as investigated by Hocquard, some 
of which seem to me to have an importance far  greater 
than is usually assigned to  them, indeed, few authors 
appear to  have found them worthy of consideration. 
As illu- 
strated here, you will see that  it is divided into two 
parts. (1) An anterior outer portion from the lens 
margin to  the head of the ciliary processes. (2) A pos- 
terior portion stretching from the inside face of the 
ciliary body right to  its origin at  the ora serrata. When 
the cornea and iris of an eye are dissected out, and it is 
put  under water and viewed by a low power micro- 
scope, we see the clearly defined circular margin of the 
lens with a crowd of very fine cords coming from under 
the ciliary processes, and all directed towards the 
centre. 
There is another diagram (fig. 2) rh ich  shows it fairly 
well on a very large scale, and this, by-the-bye, causes a 
curious optical illusion. In  a good light, if you 1001i at 
the centre of it, the thing seems to  invert itself. The 
centre seems to be almost in motion, especially i f  you get 
the correct distance, I take it that  the explanation of 
tha t  is in  the cords which run towards the centre, and 
probably there is some shading in  the colour which lends 
the eye on towards the centre, and then the eye at  once 
takes a different point of view. 
This represents an eye looliing down from the upper 
par t  after the cornea and iris are removed. These nobs 
at the outside are the heads of the ciliary processes- 
really they are these heads which you see in  the section. 
These fine lines from them are some of the cords which 
I am about to  describe. The circle is a margin of the 
lens, so that  you see these lines cross the lens in  a 
measure. Some disappear uiider the back surface of the 
lens, and others are fixed on to i t  just a t  the equator, while 
a third group is attached to the front surface (of the 
capsule). The turgescent processes seem t o  press on 
them as a finger on stretched cords. You will notice a 
curious resemblance in  this diagram to this hammer-like 
body, almost as i f  it were a piano hammer. When these 
cords are broken by a needle, they break as glass would, 
but when one is bent back i t  re-dresses like a spring 
which is uncoiled. They are pliable, but inextensible, 
are all of nearly the saiiie calibre, and do not anastoiiiose 
I will first ask your attention to  the zonule. 
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a t  all. Those attached to  thc equator are  the least 
nunieiouq of thc tliree sets, and do not seem to be con- 
t inuow round the lens, many auiliorR omitting their 
descrilbt ion, n liile the posterior fieries are connected a 
little nearer the edge than those of the front surface. 
Each cord of all sections, before coming into contact 
FIG. 2. 
CRYSTALLINE LENS-CILI \RY ~'IWCESSES AND ZONULAR 
BUNDLES VIEWED FROM AROVE. 
with the capsule, divides into a brush of fine fibrilles 
wliicli separate and have distinct junctions, the longest 
always being those which are fixed on furthest from the 
equatorial planc of the lens, but the thickest and closest 
s(tt arc  tliohc at thc equator. You will see the Ion@ 
fibres on the outside, and when we come t o  the equator 
we find theni diorter, generally speaking, than any of 
those on thc upper qides (fig. 3). 
I t  is very difficult to examine the second par t  of the 
capsule-that from the ora serratn t o  the ciliary pro- 
cesser, for in  any section the cords hecome piled togcthcr 
and cannot be dissociated, as the par t  runs inward. But 
in a case of chronic glaucoma Hocquard obtained some 
microscopic sections of the ciliary region in  which a 
kind of dropsy had separated the fibres in places. 
At the ora serrata the choroid changes. It loses most 
of its vessels and becomes a fibrous layer, separating 
from the sclerotic to  malie room for the ciliary niuscle. 
The ciliary muscle seems to be interposed between the 
choroid and the sclerotic. At the same place the retina 
rapidly diminishes in thickness and is only represented 
by a layer of clear cylindrical cells (pars ciliaris retinae) 
which continue right forward on to the anterior face of 
the processes. Just where the retina is transformed from 
a membrane to a cellular layer is a sort of slit into which 
the zonule disappears. Injections made into the an- 
terior chamber find their way into this slit, and so con- 
stitute it into a diverticulum on the external face of the 
vitreous. 
Across this space are  found glassy, rigid streaks, all 
directed forward, they unite into stronger groups, and 
further on two or three adjacent ones become welded 
together and form the t rue zonular bundles. These con- 
tiiiue in a meridional course. That is to say, they come 
straight towards the front of the eye, and with a favour- 
able section can even be traced to  the crystalline. Some, 
bending round the processes go to  the front of the lens 
capsule, and others, always deeper, go to the rear, run- 
ning between the hyaloid hollow and the zonule. 
These cords receive numerous fine fibres from the clear 
cells of the ciliary body, and they join the cords just 
like the fine barbs of a feather on t o  the central shaft. 
They have a remarkable regularity-always f roni back 
to front and from without to within. Hocquard calls 
them “ direct fibrilles of attachment,” as distinct from 
‘‘ recurrent fibrilles of attachmelit,” which are a series 
running perpendicularly to  them (fig. 3), and which are 
found almost exclusively in  the angle formed by the 
processes with the ciliary body. It is thus seen that they 
bind the zonule firmly t o  the processes. 
In  tearing away the zonule, pigmented lumps come 
with it, and the processes seem to adhere closer t o  it 
than to  the subjacent tissue. Thus, traction is dis- 
tributed over a large area, a very important matter 
n-ith delicate membranes. And you can quite see that  
11.3 
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this seems a very reasonable sort of provision-that by 
distributing the traction over such a very delicate mem- 
brane there is not the liability to rupture. Moreover, 
the vitreous is bound tightly to the zonule near its 
origin, and seems to  be partitioned here to some extent, 
a difficulty always being experienced in  parting the 
vitreous from the tissues near just a t  this spot. 
The longest side of the ciliary body is occupied by the 
muscle, which is separated from the sclerotic by a slit 
ending in front in a cul de sac, but which continues 
backward to  the optic nerve. Thus, the ciliary body 
and choroid get a gliding movement over the other parts. 
On the external face these movements are limited up to  
the end of the choroid by pigmented strands which 
anastomose between the t w o  a t  sharp angles, the meshes 
becoming very large near the ciliary and disappearing 
opposite the muscle almost entirely. This is why the 
muscle falls away from the sclerotic so readily in cutting 
sections. 
I have been tempted to  go into these details somewhat 
fully, because I believe they have an important bearing 
on the mechanism of accommodation. You will not fail 
t o  observe that there is a wonderful arrangement of 
parts throughout, so that  when traction is exercised on 
a membrane the pull is a gradual one, and is spread out, 
as it were, over a large surface. We see this in the 
union of zonule to capsule, and also in that  of zonule ta 
the cells of the ciliary region. Something of the same 
kind exists in  the apposition of choroid and sclerotic, 
although it is of the nature of a check action. That is 
to say, in the latter case it seems as i f  these cords, which 
join a t  sharp angles, a re  really intended as a sort of 
check on the movement of the ohoroid over the sclerotic 
-this gliding movement, which is generally noticed. 
It is sound reasoning, therefore, to argue that the 
greatest movement takes place just as me approach the 
insertion of the muscle, for there are no check strands 
from it to the sclerotic, but  the zonule is most closely 
united to the process by direct and recurrent fibrilles of 
attachment. That is to say, that  there is a marked 
difference; the zonule is tightly bound to it, but the 
choroid is comparatively free, in just about the same dis- 
trict. The least movement, on the other hand, occurs 
vhere the strands, from choroid to sclerotic, form smal- 
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ler meshes, and where the choroid is united to the retina 
proper. 
The facts, as ascertained by Hocquard, fit in exactly 
with the Helrnlioltzian theory, the traction on the 
choroid and the turgescence of the processes which are 
so intimately connected with the zonule point to  a re- 
laxation of tension on the capsule of the lens. If we are 
to agree with Tscherning we must suppose a simul- 
taneous traction on choroid and capsule, and this com- 
bined with a turgescence of the processes seems scarcely 
probable from the peculiar connection of parts, and 
from a necessary alteration in shape of the ciliary muscle 
which is almost inconceivable from its position and 
form. 
On the opposite side there are some remarkable facts 
which seem to support Tscherning’s theory. His idea 
of capsular tension furnishes a beautiful illustration of 
adaptation. I t  has puzzled many t o  understand how the 
shape of a comparatively large mass such as the jelly- 
like vitreous could be maintained with a relaxation of 
its frontal retaining membrane as necessitated by the 
theory of Helmholtz. Tscherning’s tension on the front 
of the capsule coincident with relaxation of the back, at 
the same time as the vitreous is compressed by the 
choroid provides f o r  a retention of shape, and with ac- 
commodation relaxed, we should still get a support by 
the tightening of the posterior capsule. 
There are many of Tscherning’s observations, follow- 
ing the methods and work of Young, which any theory 
of accommodation must account for, as they are un- 
doubtedly true. His investigations of the change in 
spherical aberration show that this decreases with extra 
dioptric power of the lens-a fact inconsistent with 
merely pure sphericity added, because we should, other 
things being equal, expect an increase. Again, using a 
form of Young’s optometer, he found that  during ac- 
commodation, the increase of refraction was greater a t  
the centre than towards the margins of the lens. And, 
finally, by obtaining reflections of points of light from 
the surface of the lens he corroborated the same facts. 
I want to call your attention specially to a form of 
Young’s Optometer which I have made, and this Young’s 
optometer is, to my mind, one of the finest instruments 
that we have to-day in the deterinination of refractive 
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error. You can do almost anything with it, and you can 
find out almost any defect; in fact, I believe that  you 
can find out  more defects with that  simple optometer 
than you can with any other instrument with which I 
ani acquainted. The principle of it is this, that  w e  
take, m-e will say, an ordinary blank disc with four pin- 
holes, so close together, and in a perfectly straight line, 
that  they will not extend beyond the margin of the 
pupil, tha t  is to say, that  you can see through them. 
You can see through all four. 
Now, when you lwli  through those four pin-holes a t  
the piece of cotton, you see four pieces of cotton, 
only they will all come to  a point. Those pieces of 
cotton, or the edges of this one piece, actually represent 
the course of rays from the point that  you are  looliing 
a t  right through the cornea and on to the retina ; the con- 
sequence is, that  i f  you have those four holes a t  equal 
distance (or you can take five and yet get a central one- 
five is preferable), you can see just where all those rays 
meet, as it were, and it is a remarkable thing that  prac- 
tically no one will find those four images meet in the 
same spot; that  is to say, that  the two outer ones, or, i f  
we take five, the two outer pairs, will cross a t  different 
tlistances. Now, supposing you had a length of cotton 
of  about 20 yards, and loolied through these pinholes 
a t  the end of it (that, for all intents and purposes, is the 
punctum reniotum), you will find that by bringing the 
finger along it you can focus all the  points in succession 
from that  fa r  point right up to your near point, and 
you can see the differences in the crossing of these lines 
froiii that  fa r  point to  the near point. 
Nom, you will observe that those pin-holes, being in a 
straight line, of course, can be used in any meridian of 
the cornea. You can investigate every meridian. The con- 
sequence is that  you find in investigating two meridians 
at  right angles t o  one another, that  you will get two 
different near points, and frequently two different fa r  
points. What does that  mean? It is simply tha t  you 
are finding your astigmatism, and you can estimate the 
amount of the astigmatism, 
I might say, with this simple arrangement, tha t  the 
difference between the two near points with the slit in 
one direction and then in the opposite direction, is 
what we might term the I‘ interval of Sturm.” That is, 
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the difference between the two focal lines, the one which 
v-ould correspond to the meridian of greatest refrac- 
tion and the other which would correspond to  the 
meridian of least refraction. 
Now, I have a series of d i ag ram which show this 
fairly well. The first one is the representation of two 
corneas, and in this case it shows the curve or arc of the 
circle, with the cornea drawn just above showing the de- 
parture from the arc of the circle; i t  is only illustrative, 
but I want you to notice that  on the one side the curve 
is not quite the same as on the other side of that  arc, 
and you see a difference then in these lines (fig. 4). 
Supposing that  this cotton with Young’s optometer 
is placed before this eye, all these lines will meet exactly 
FIG. 4. 
* 
DIFFERENCE IN APPEABANCE WITH THE USE OF 
YOUNG’S OPTOMETER BETWEEN Ems WITHOUT AND WITH 
ABERRATION. 
a t  a point; practically speaking there would be no 
aberration; but when we wnie to this one I want you t o  
notice that the aberration is different on the two sides, 
and that  i t  gives a sort of twisted appearance to it, 
which you can positively see by using Young’s optometer 
--that is t o  say, that the lines on the one side come to a 
point long before those on the other side, showing, of 
course, that the one side is different from the other so far 
as aberration goes. 
Now, you can quite see that, using Young’s opto- 
meter, we can find the aberration of the far  point, and 
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we can also investigate it for the near point. Of murse, 
the difference between these two points represents the 
amplitude of accommodation. It is a very difficult 
measure to use, and requires considerable practice ; but 
I can assure you it is worth doing. It is a thing you 
do not see a t  once, but it grows on you, and you can see 
the lines after a time much more clearly. 
I have here two diagrams (figs. 5 and S ) ,  which, prob- 
ably, you may have seen before. They represent two 
corneas of eyes. Supposing one cornea is an arc of a 
sphere, and the other shows a cornea which departs froin 
the arc of a sphere, and is over-corrected for spherical 
POSITIVE ABERRATION-NOTE DIRECTION OF ARROW 
HEAD. 
aberration. Now, of course, you understand that those 
rays from the centre and the outer portions do not meet 
in the same point. 
They form a kind of arrow arrangement. I have 
sketched the arrow underneath, but I want you to notice 
that the arrow-head points in opposite directions, ac- 
cording as the eye is over-corrected or undercorrected 
for  this spherical aberration, and it forms an easy means 
of remembering this fact. 
I have omitted Tscherning’s experiments on dead e!-es, 
in which he measured the surface, after submitting the 
lens to equatorial traction, because there are many ob- 
jections to such a method. Hess has shown that the lens 
would not have the aame form as when surrounded by 
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fluid, since in a i r  it presses on its support with a meight 
of 174 mgs., while in water with only a weight of 11 mgp. 
The observations of Heine and Hess have had much 
to do with the predominance at the present day of ‘the 
older views upon the action of the ciliary muscle and the 
capsule. Heine has measured the radius of curvature of 
the crystalline in situ in the dead body, first with the 
mnule intact, and afterwards with it cut, and he finds 
a state not consistent with Tscherning’s suppositions. 
Hess seems to have been the first to investigate certain 
displacements of the crystalline during the act of accom- 
modation, being induced to study the question further 
after noticing a peculiar trembling of the lens about the 
FIG. 6. 
\ f 
NEGATIVE ABERRATION-NOTE DIRECTION OF ARROW 
HED. 
period of maximum accommodation. He relied mainly 
upon a case where repeated iridectomies had removed 
nearly the whole of the iris, to investigate what ap- 
peared ta be a downward movement of the body due €0 
its weight when within the relaxed capsule. Further, he 
investigated another case where pigmented spots on the 
anterior capsule shared in the downward movement, thus 
indicating that this par t  of the capsule, a t  least, wa5 
relaxed. 
Karl Grossmann has published the details of his re- 
searches upon a most interesting case of congenital 
absence of the iris, and in the main agrees‘with Hess 
as to  the points which are in favour of the Helmholtzian 
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theory, He, however, found that  the lens moved up- 
wards and inwards after forced accommodation by the 
use of eserine. Unfortunately, his patient was highly 
hyperopic-to the extent of 6 D and 7 D in the two best 
meridians of the two eyes respectively, and only about 
1 D or 2 D of accommodation was available for near 
vision. He has no doubt regarding the formation of an 
anterior and posteiior lenticonus, and wherever his re- 
port concerns any of the details mentioned by Hocquard 
there is complete agreement. 
Any theory of accommodation, to  prove acceptable to 
the majority of modern physiologists, must take account 
of the findings-I believe in the first place by Young- 
upon the change in  shape of the lens now so generally 
associated with the name of Tscherning. It is a re- 
markable thing that we in  England did not discover the 
value of Young’s work until a century had passed, and 
after foreign physiologists had awakened to the fact. 
It seems very difficult to  reconcile them with the ideas of 
Helmholtz, and, indeed, Tscherning regards them as 
sufficient to  disprove the older theory, and he maintains 
tha t  only traction on the zonule could, for the purpose of 
accommodation, produce such changes. 
Unfortunately I am not aware of any actual facts 
being adduced which will reconcile the careful anatomi- 
cal researches of Hocquard with the equally painstaking 
observations of Tscherning-we feel that  the one is cor- 
rect, and we dare not, in  fact, we cannot, deny the value 
of the other’s investigations. Although no facts have 
been brought forward an attempt has been made to show 
that Tscherning’s observations may not be inconsistent 
with the theory of Helmholtz, and that i t  is possible for 
such a curiously arranged structure as the crystalline to 
be so composed of elastic fibres as to  assume conicity 
during relaxation of the equatorial tension, and 
sphericity with such tension. 
Priestly Smith some time back exhibited in  this city 
a model of elastic hoops so arranged as to  show this 
peculiarity, but there is no actuaI proof, nor was any 
claimed, that  the crystalline was similarly constructed. 
It is certain that  there is much still to learn with 
regard to the action of the structure of the crystalline 
upon light passing through i t  in  its various states of 
accommodation. Shelford Bidwell made some rather re- 
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niarlcable experiments with an electric lamp and a round 
aperture of 2 mm. diameter in  a metal plate covered by 
a ground glass combined with one of ruby red (in order 
t o  obtain monochromatic light). . 
Using a concave lens of 3.5 D., a t  two feet distance, he 
saw seven bright spots, one central and six peripheral, 
upon a luminous ground, and increasing the distance 
between eye and plate the spots became elongated 
radially and divided, a t  the same time new ones being 
developed, and as the distance was increased, so the spots 
multiplied, until a t  20 feet, the patch merely seemed to 
be mottled, but  with some bright strings upon it  which 
corresponded apparently with the sutures of the lens. 
Supposing this re- 
presents the disc of monochromatic light, here is a ctn- 
t ra l  spot, and there are six spots disposed round it fairly 
symmetrically. NOW, each one of these divides almost 
like ameba, and ultimately the whole lot divide to 
such an extent that it becomes blurred, and then lines 
appear on the disc comparable to the sutures of the lens, 
and very much like what you will see in the entoptic 
phenomena by using the ordinary pin-hole and looking 
into the sky. 
Unfortunately, Mr. Bidwell does not favour us with 
his amplitude of accommodation or the acuity of his 
vision, but it is tolerably certain that he could not entire- 
ly overconie the - 3.5 D, and as the distance varied from 
2 t o  20 feet we note that  the differences in  these phe- 
nomena were probably caused by what we may represent 
as merely the equivalent of the exercise of .5 D of the 
amplitude of accommodation. 
He further experimented with convex lenses and slits, 
for the details of which I must refer you to  his book 
“Curiosities of Light and Sight,” but although the phe- 
nomena are similar he does not seem to take account of 
the fact that  with concave lenses accommodation is cer- 
tain to be exercised, and I believe further experiments 
upon these lines, added t o  a series made with Young’s 
optometer, might add much to our knowledge. So far  
as 1 know no explanations have been given of this 
curious multiplication of the marks on the disc. Ap- 
parently we must conclude that  i t  is due to some struc- 
ture  of the lens, but that  they should niultiply is puz- 
zling. 
That is rather a curious point. 
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The observations of Hess and Grossmann upon the 
movements of the crystalline lens during accommodation 
have appealed ta me particularly, because of some note3 
of my own bearing upon the same subject. During con- 
siderable experience in supervising the centering of 
spherical and sphero-oylindrical lenses by others, I have 
been struck by the fact that  when cross lines are used 
in a horizontal plane errors are very much more fre- 
quent than when the cross lines are in a vertical plane. 
Not only so, but the errors are  almost always in the 
same direction with the same person, and to the same 
amount approximately, these points being most im- 
portant. 
To such an extent does this apply that I find for ac- 
curacy it is much more desirable to uw cross lines in  a 
vertical position and a t  a fair  distance, marking the lens 
when still viewing the cross lines. The errors occur 
with weak lenses particularly, and you will at  once pee 
that  the  use of horizontal cross lines necessitates the 
exercise of accommodation, as they are always compara- 
tively near to the eye. 
I know cases where the 
errors are invariably in the one direction, and nearly 
always of the same amount. Cross lines are used at  a 
certain distance upon, we will say, a disc. I have never 
found that  occur when the cross lines are vertical and 
removed a t  some distance. Of course you can 
quite see that  in  the case of using the cross lines 
horizontally there is accommodation exercised, and, ap- 
parently, there is some lenticonus, and, undoubtedly, if 
the lens is moved when in that position, it will cause the 
cross lines to  be marked in the wrong place on the lens. 
You can readily t ry  this by putting the prism in front 
of the lens when you are neutralising it, and you will 
see that  you cannot mark the iens correctly, 
Looking a t  the whole of the facts and arguments ad- 
duced we can scarcely feel justified in rejecting thce 
theory of Helmholtz merely because of the formatioh of 
lenticonus during. the act of accommodation. This 
we cannot understand at  present, but to accept Tschern- 
ing’s theory in its entirety would be to accept an ex- 
planation a t  variance with the careful observations of 
actual structure and function made by many of the 
most competent ophthalniologists of our time. 
This is undoubtedly correct. 
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The Discussion. 
The CHAIRMAN said he was sure that all would agree 
with him that  they had had a most interesting and a 
most suggestive paper. There were several in the room 
who were quite competent to discuss the paper, and he 
would ask them to do so. 
Dr. ETTLES said he thought the reader of the paper 
was to be congratulated on having put before them 
material for reflection, and it was interesting to hear 
that Helmholtz's views-or, rather, the views which had 
been attributed to Helmholtz-were still regarded as 
being sufficient to explain most of the phenomena of ac- 
commodation. He said those views which had been attri- 
buted to Helmholtz, because Helmholtz himself never for- 
mulated the theory of accommodation which was accorded 
to  him. As Tscherning said in his book, his followers, 
more loyal than the King, proclaimed as accepted that 
--Flat cornea. 
-Sclerotic. "Q2 Spherical lens.- Relaxed falci- form process.- 
-Optic nerve. 
FIG. 1. 
FISH EYE-RESTING STATE ADAPTED FOR NEAR VISION. 
which be himself suggested. He thought, looking at ac- 
commodation in its broad view, one need not confine one- 
self to the accommodating human being ; one might think 
3f accommodation as exercised in the realms of nature 
generally. In the fish, for instance, they found a most 
wonderful adaptation to surroundings. 
If he might have access to the blackboard-without 
which he was rather speechless-he would like to just 
draw a section of a fish's eye. Let them imagine a basin 
-an ordinary rigid basin-with a glass lid. That 
would represent the outline (fig. 1). They had a hemi- 
sphere closed in front by a flat cornea. As all of them 
knew who had taken the trouble to pick a haddock's head 
to bits on their breakfast table, it had a little white 
spherical lens which reminded one very strongly of a 
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sugar-coated pill, and babies had been lrnown to swallow 
it  in the hope of iiiedicinal effects. The fish’s lens was 
perfectly spherical, and in the living state almost a 
translucent sphere, lying immediately behind and in  
contact with the cornea. 
They might have observed, i f  they were a little critical 
in regard to their breakfast haddock’s eye, that  there 
was attached somewhere t o  the surface a thread, known 
as the falciform process, from the Latin taZx (a sickle)- 
FIG. 2. 
RESTING FISH EYE-PARALLEL RAYS FOCUS IN FRONT OF 
RETINA RAYS FRON NEAR POINT ( p )  HAVE CONJUGATE 
Focus ON RETINA. 
because in life it was supposed to  assume that  direction 
more or less. In  point of fact, it might assume any direc- 
tion. The great point was that  it was slack-not a t ight 
string. Here, then, they had a slack transparent ap- 
FIG. 2B. 
ACCOMMODATING FISH LENS BROUGHT NEAR RETINA AND 
RAYS FOCUSING ON IT. 
pendage, attached to the back of a transparent lens, so 
that the fish managed by its aid to decide whether the 
gudgeon in front of him was in  good condition for his 
breakfast. It was curious that  the fish’s eye was always 
adapted f o r  near work, and when the fish wanted t o  see 
at a distance it had to accommodate. 
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This spherical lens would have an extremely short 
focus-so short that  i t  might almost be in contact with 
its posterior surface-but when immersed in  water its 
relative index was so much reduced that it had a much 
longer focal length, so that  the spherical lens of the fish, 
when immersed in  water., would have a fairly long focus, 
and that  focus would cross in front of the fish’s retina 
(fig. 2 and fig. 2 b ) .  Now, that  falciform process contained 
transparent muscular fibres, and when the fish wanted 
to  see at  a distance it tightened that  string and pulled 
the lens nearer t o  its retina so that the cone came close 
to  the retina, and it saw the distant object clearly (fig. 3). 
This was, to his mind, a wonderful bit of ac- 
commodation which one met with in  fishes, and which 
FIG. 3. 
FALCIFORM PROCESS TIGHTENED. 
FISH EYE-ACCOMMODATION ADAPTED FOR DISTANT 
VISIOIi. 
was different from that met with in the maniinalian eye. 
Nom, with regard t o  the mammalian eye, the point 
about the disposition of zonule fibres was of interest in 
this way: that  one was too apt to think of the fibres of 
zonula as’being made up of laminae, o r  plates. In point 
of fact they were simply fibres, like threads of cotton, 
passing froin the ciliary process to the lens capsule some- 
where or another. Of course (said Dr. Ettles) he knew 
of Hocquard’s investigations-still, there were many 
others who had been at  work on that. 
If they examined the section they found that  the pro- 
cesses of the fibres passed from the posterior portion of the 
ciliary process t o  the anterior portion of the lens capsule 
cut across in the shape of an X-tlie?- did not really 
come forwards as represented in books (fig. 4). 
Not only that, but i f  they made a section transversely 
to  the zonule, the fibres would be seen cut across as iso- 
lated dots (fig. 5) .  There were no plates and no lamina- 
tion. 
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Now, leaving the facts of accommodation, let them see 
how far it was possible to  explain them according to the 
other view. One of the most dominant points was that 
they had lenticonus. If they took a sheep’s eye and 
pulled out the crystalline lens and broke it up be- 
-Radial fibres. 
FIG.  4. 
tween the finger and thumb they would find an outside 
cortex, bark, or covering enclosing a hard nucleus. 
That nucleus was quite resistant to the fingers. One 
could separate it, wash it in water, and take it in the 
-Cross section of suspensory 
ligament showing absence 
O O O  
0 
O O * O  of laminae. 0 
0 0  
FIG. 5. 
hand a stiff, hard lens very much like a fish’s lens. That 
was. to say, they had a strongly resistant gluey-like lens 
nucleus surrounded by a gelatinous cortex (fig. 6). 
Now, in Helmholtz’s theory so called, there was no 
part allotted to that nucleus, but in point of fact, i t  
must have a very strong bearing, and Tscherning made 
i t  the basis of his theory, he said, “Here me have a 
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nucleus, and when we alter the shape of the lens it 
assumes the lenticonus position by being moulded, or 
pressed, on this hard solid spherical central nucleus.” 
(fig. 7). It was imagined at  one time that the bundle 
STBUCTURE OF LENS. 
FIG. 6. 
of muscle being wound round could press upon the lens 
margin and actually mould it. 
Later on, by certain methods, i t  was found that those 
circular fibres left their concentrio arrangement, and 
Lenticonus produced by 
tightening capsule and 
moulding viscid cortex 
on resistant nucleus. 
FIG. 7. 
spread themselves out in a radial manner. When that 
muscle contracted, that portion to  which it was firmly 
attached was bound to remain stationary. They did 
know that the choroid passed in that direction, there was 
no doubt about that. 
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For one thing the experiments of Hensen and Volliers 
proved it. They exposed the eye of living animals 
and passed through the sclerotic fine needles, whose 
points were embedded in the choroid, and then by stimu- 
lating the ciliary nerves they caused the contraction of 
the ciliary muscle and the iris. The result was, that the 
needles, which were embedded in that manner when 
under stimulation, became oblique, showing that  the 
ehoroid ubdoubtedly slid forward under the contraction 
of the ciliary muscle (fig. 8). 
Choroid gliding 
forwards. 
Capsule being 
tightened by con- 
traction of ring 
fibres. 
FIa. 8. 
That was one point. The next point was that the 
anterior chamber became shallower, the pressure was 
diminished, and there was the celebrated experiment of 
Forster who had a case where there was a little tunnel 
or fistula into the anterior chamber; he put a drop of 
fluoresceine in and told the patient to accommodate, and 
during the act of accommodation the stain entered the 
anterior chamber. 
They knew tha t  there was lenticonus, by adopting 
Young’s optometer, which was a very good way of show- 
ing it, or by using Sclieiner’s test, which was very much 
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the same--8 disc having two holes less far apart  than 
the diameter of the pupil. 
Provided that  the pupil was more than 5 mm. in 
diameter, what did they find’? That by means of those 
two holes it was quite easy to  find out the refractive con- 
ditions of the eye. Without making too long a story 
about it, one found that  2& mm. from the centre of the 
lens one only got half the central refraction. Another 
one was to take three little electric lamps-the idea is 
Tscherning’s-with a telescope below. That conclusively 
proved that the anterior surface of the lens became much 
more convex in  its centre than in its periphery. 
On looking a t  the eye through the telescope one found 
three images in  a row, reflected from the anterior sur- 
face of the lens. On accommodation being exercised, the 
Hensen &. Volckers’ ex- 
periment. Needles passed 
through Sclerotic and 
choroid. Black line = 
position at rest-dotted 
line = position on stimu- 
lating ciliary nerves 
showing gliding of chor- 
oid. 
FIG. 8 (a). 
central one dropped towards the centre. That is, the 
radius of its reflecting area became shorter than the 
peripheral radius, so that the surface was one of the 
second de, mree. 
He must advert to the only strong argument which 
had yet been brought forward to attack Tscherning’s 
view; the only one which could be rekarded as serious, 
and which would give pause to  the exponents of his view, 
that  of the lens having been found to  drop down a little 
I 
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when accommodation took place. Recently he had had 
a very good opportunity of studying that in a case of a 
person wi th  posterior polar cataract. 
If a pin-hole disc were placed a t  the anterior focus of 
the eye, rays passing through the optic media would be 
parallel, and i f  there was any opaque object in the path 
FIG. 9. 
POSTERIOR POLAR CATARACT SEEN ENTOPTICALLY BY PIN-HOLE 
PLACED AT ANTERIOR FOCUS, SHADOW OF OPACITY 
THROWN ON RETINA. 
.of those parallel rays there would be a shadow formed 
upon the retina, and that shadow would be projected 
upon the ground glass and could be drawn (fig. 9). It 
came t o  this, that the person under observation, when the 
little hole was placed a t  the anterior focal point of the 
eye, could see the opacity. Instead of using the instru- 
ob \ Paths taken by opacity 
during accommodation. 
,b-., ; 
. B  6 '.Z 
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inent on a table like a microscope, it was attached 
rigidly to his head. 
The base of the instrument was a bit of semi-soft 
wax, and then from that  upwards there pTas this little 
disc placed a t  the anterior focus of the eye, so that 
wherever the head moved\ it was in the anterior focal 
plane. What he found was that it did not consistently 
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drop, but underwent a series of deviations not yet to be 
clearly explained (fig. lo). 
Mr. DIXEY said he would like to give some expression 
of thanks to the %WO gentlemen who had spoken for their 
instruction on the subject of accommodation. There was 
very little one had to say in comment, or, rather, that 
he personally had to say. It was a subject ,of natural 
interest to  everybody who had anything t o  do with the 
eye, but the minute anatomical examination of the sub- 
ject was not what they had all, perhaps, been able to 
indulge in. There were two questions of great interest 
connected with the accommodation of the human eye. 
He would not say that he was disappointed, because they 
were a little outside the subject as the lecturer had taken 
it, but he would have been extremely pleased i f  Mr. Tay- 
lor had mentioned them in  the course of his interesting 
paper. 
One of them was the possibility of irregular, or sec- 
tional, accommodation, as it was called, and the other. 
was the possibility of unequal accommodation. It had 
occurred to him, with those two problems in his mind 
while listening to the paper, that possibly the displace- 
ment of the lens to which Dr. Ettles had alluded might be 
used to explain the involuntary correction of a corneal 
astigmatism. He did not know whether the possibility 
of that had ever been considered. It had also occurred 
t o  him that Young’s optometer might be used to de- 
monstrate cases in which sectional accomnlodation was 
supposed t o  exist, and he would like t o  know whether the 
mebhod employed by the optometer was capable of being 
adapted with sufficient exactness to  determine the ex- 
istence, or otherwise, of the irregularity. There was one 
other little observation that had interested him, with 
which Mr. Taylor concluded his paper. 
He spoke of the examination of cross lines, and com- 
pared the effects of examining them in a vertical and a 
horizontal position ; he confessed it was a little difficult 
for him to accept Mr. Taylor’s observations in that re- 
spect. He should have thought i t  was a simple question 
of the position of the eye relative to the cross lines of 
the lens that was being tested. As long as the three 
points were in alignment he did not see how there was 
room, short of a miracle, for anything happening other. 
t,han what one could expect. The question of difficulty 
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arising when the cross lines were used inside the area 
of accommodation was not difficult to meet practically, 
because they might take as one point of alignment a 
pin-hole disc, which made accommodation practically un- 
necessary. 
Mr. TAYLOR said that, of course, one required a very 
great amount of confidence to differ in view from Dr. 
Ettles even in  the smallest particular. There was one 
point, he thought, in  which he did not quite agree. He 
was not quite sure that the various positions which the 
capsular mark took were quite proved, because, suppos- 
ing that the lens was relaxed, he believed it was quite 
possible, in fact, ‘observations had been made, that the 
lens did not always fall in the same position, and that 
the lens might twist when that spot would not move in 
just the same way as i f  the lens fell. With regard to 
that movement, he had not mentioned it in  his paper, 
but he had noticed many times, in some experiments 
which he had made himself, a very curious tremor at  
the maximum of accommodation, especially with Young’s 
optometer. When they got towards the near point, and 
accommodation seemed to  become strained, there was a 
decided quiver-of course, he knew Tscherning would 
say it was a tightening up-he believed Tscherning had 
explained all those things-but it had always seemed 
to him a great difficulty to explain it in that way. 
Dr.  ETTLES : Have you seen it quiver? 
Mr. TAYLOR: Only in one position-the near point. 
Dr. ETTLES : A subjective quiver ? 
Mr. TAYLOR: Yes. 
Resuming, Mr. Taylor said, with regard to Mr. 
Dixey’s remarks, of course, i f  they had a pin-hole and 
the apparatus complete, the error could probably be got 
over. The remarkable thing was that the error could 
be obviated by the very persons who made it. It seemed 
as i f  they could make the correction, but he might tell 
them that in one particular case he was prepared to say 
that his observations extended to a thousand instances, 
and that the amounts were fairly constant. Moreover, 
he knew of several cases where the error was different in 
direction-that was what puzzled him to some extent. 
Why not always in  the same direction? He merely re- 
corded the case ; he could give no adequate explanation, 
except that they had the observations of Hess and Gross- 
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mann totally different, the one maintaining that the lens 
fell and the other that  the lens rose. 
The CHAIRMAN said that  he was quite sure that  what- 
ever views one might take of the rival theories of accom- 
modation which had been put before them, there was 
one point upon which they were all agreed-or more 
than one. The first was tha t  Mr. Taylor had given to  
this subject an  amount of minute attention which they 
could all admire; and, again, that he had placed before 
them clearly and lucidly the various points for and 
against the different theories, and by so doing had con- 
tribu€ed very inuch to their enjoyment. He felt 
that the subject had been thrashed out so thoroughly by 
Mr. Taylor and by Dr. Ettles, that  he himself would 
not venture to  nialre any criticism a t  all. He 
could assure Mr. Taylor that  he personally had en- 
joyed the paper, and he hoped they would allow him t o  
convey to  him a very cordial vote of thanks, with the 
additional assurance that that  delight had extended to  
every member of the Society in the room. 
